March 10, 2021

The Honorable Tom Coderre  
Acting Assistant Secretary for Mental Health and Substance Use  
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration  
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services  
200 Independence Avenue, SW  
Washington, DC 20201

The Honorable Regina LaBelle, J.D.  
Acting Director  
Office of National Drug Control Policy  
750 17th Street, NW  
Room 810  
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Acting Assistant Secretary Coderre and Acting Director LaBelle:

As the medical specialty representing 38,800 psychiatrists, including addiction psychiatrists, I am writing to express urgency to ensure we have a strong, qualified medical workforce able to effectively care for patients with substance use disorders (SUD). In a recent CDC Health Alert Network advisory, the agency noted that approximately 81,230 drug overdose deaths occurred in the United States in the 12 months ending May 2020, the highest number ever documented in a 1-year period. In addition, the most recent National Survey on Drug Use and Health found an estimated 20.4 million people aged 12 or older had a SUD in 2019, including 14.5 million who had an alcohol use disorder and 8.3 million who had an illicit drug use disorder. However, only 1.5 percent (or 4.2 million people) received any substance use treatment in the same year. We anticipate these numbers to increase, given the impact of COVID-19. We urge you to prioritize identifying how to improve education and training for SUDs, as well as how to incentivize more clinicians to treat patients with SUD.

Much of the discussion about treating patients with substance use disorders has focused on the use of buprenorphine and the DATA Waiver. While eliminating the waiver may improve access to treatment for opioid use disorder, there are additional barriers that need to be focused on, most notably the educational needs of clinicians and stigma surrounding substance use disorders. The current training of physicians in the recognition and treatment of SUD is inadequate to meet the needs of such a diverse and growing population of patients. Medical schools, physician training (residency) programs, and continuing education programs for physicians in
practice, provide limited training in the treatment of SUDs. The scope of the training is disproportionate to the population health need to address these problems, and many with SUDs go undiagnosed and untreated.

In the past decade there have been marked advancements in the science of addiction, which includes an expanding range of evidence-based pharmacologic and behavioral treatments. Despite these advances and a growing knowledge base, the educational requirements in psychiatry and other medical residencies have not shifted, leaving many physicians ill-prepared to manage SUDs in practice.¹ Deficits in knowledge and clinical skills among physicians-in-training and those in practice are compounded by negative attitudes and stigma toward individuals with SUDs. The lack of adequate curriculum, disproportionate exposure to end-stage addiction, and lack of faculty expertise all may contribute to negative attitudes.² In addition, the lack of availability of competently trained faculty to provide clinical supervision is cited as a major barrier by residency program directors working with physicians-in-training.³ We need broader, more systematic efforts at educating physicians. This can be implemented at every level from medical school, through residency training and continuing education for those in practice. To address these issues, we recommend the following actions:

- Initiate a thorough review and discussion with Congress, Federal policymakers, and experts in the field of addiction treatment to develop and implement science-based policies and programs to accomplish our shared goal of ending the opioid epidemic and providing effective substance use disorder treatment for all of our patients.
- Develop policies and programs that will support accredited medical schools and residency programs in training clinicians to fulfill the training requirement through a comprehensive curriculum as well as incentivize more educators, consultants, and physician leaders to be in roles to develop an addiction workforce.

You may view more specific recommendations in APA’s Resource Document on Education and Training for Substance Use Disorders developed by APA members to focus on improving education across the continuum from medical school to continuing education.

We would appreciate an opportunity to speak with you about these recommendations and how the APA may be of assistance. To schedule a meeting, please reach out to APA’s Director of Practice Management and Delivery Systems Policy, Michelle Dirst, at mdirst@psych.org.

---

Sincerely,

Saul Levin, MD, MPA, FRCP-E, FRCPsych
CEO and Medical Director
Resource Document on Education and Training for Substance Use Disorders

Approved by the Joint Reference Committee, October 2020

"The findings, opinions, and conclusions of this report do not necessarily represent the views of the officers, trustees, or all members of the American Psychiatric Association. Views expressed are those of the authors." -- APA Operations Manual.

Prepared by Jill Williams, MD, Shelly Greenfield, MD, Andrew Saxon, MD, Marshall Forstein, MD, Bradley Stein, MD, Erick Hung, MD, Jonathan Avery, MD, Tristan Gorrindo, MD

Purpose of the Workgroup

To develop recommendations to improve the training and education for medical students, resident physicians in training, and practicing physicians in substance use disorders.

Summary of the Issue

Current training of physicians in the recognition and treatment of substance use disorders (SUD) is inadequate to meet the needs of such a diverse and growing population of patients. Medical schools, physician training (residency) programs, and continuing education programs for physicians in practice, provide limited training in the treatment of SUDs. The scope of training on SUDs is disproportionate to the population health need to address these problems, and many with SUDs go undiagnosed and untreated. In the past decade there have been marked advancements in the science of addiction, which includes an expanding range of evidence-based pharmacologic and behavioral treatments. Despite these advances and a growing knowledge base, the educational requirements in psychiatry and other medical residencies have not shifted, leaving many physicians ill-prepared to manage SUDs in practice (1). Deficits in knowledge and clinical skills among physicians-in-training and those in practice are compounded by negative attitudes and stigma toward individuals with SUDs. The lack of adequate curriculum, disproportionate exposure to end-stage addiction, and lack of faculty expertise all may contribute to negative attitudes (2). In addition, the lack of availability of competently trained faculty to provide clinical supervision is cited as a major barrier by residency program directors working with physicians-in-training (3). Through the DATA 2000 Act, office-based prescribing of buprenorphine could occur after completion of an 8-hour training equivalent and federal registration process. This waiver training as it currently exists has been cited as a regulatory barrier that prevents some prescribers from providing office-based medications for addiction treatment (MAT) although at the same time, it may be the only education certain physicians receive. The barrier may not be merely the education hours, but also other components of the process such as the federal registration process, limits on patient numbers and concern for regulatory inspections. There is ample evidence that physicians and medical trainees need more training in SUD. The mandated 8-hour waiver training can only be removed if broader, more systematic efforts at educating physicians are put into place. This can be implemented at every level from medical school, through residency training and continuing education for those in practice. Access
to virtual (online) training and mentoring programs for supervision from an addiction physician specialist make this accessible, even in locations with few local resources. At a minimum, all physicians need to be able to 1. Screen for SUD and provide referral, follow up, and/or appropriate evidence-based treatment 2. Recognize the complex medical and psychiatric comorbidities associated with SUD, and 3. Practice appropriate prescribing of drugs with abuse potential. At the Federal level, an interagency coordinating meeting or workgroup could develop recommendations to address SUD education across the healthcare spectrum.

Background Information

Medical Student Education

Although a recent survey of US medical schools indicates that most cover “substance abuse,” there is a lack of standardization, and many cover the topic in elective coursework, rather than required coursework (4). Common barriers include a lack of addiction- trained physicians, provider stigma and lack of knowledge, and insufficient curriculum time. Educational interventions relating to SUDs are effective in improving medical students’ knowledge, skills and attitudes and several schools have developed innovative education methods in response to the recent opioid crisis (5).

Non-Psychiatry (Medical/ Surgical) Residency

Many studies have demonstrated a need for improvement in resident practice habits, finding that non-psychiatric residents often fail to appropriately screen for, or diagnose alcohol and other substance use disorders in their clinic and hospitalized patients (6). Residents can develop more negative attitudes about patients with SUD as their residency progresses, with studies finding worse attitudes in senior compared to junior residents. Addressing attitudes in addition to core didactic curricula and providing relevant training experiences are essential, and greater mentorship from senior clinicians, as well as more longitudinal training experiences may enhance the overall training experience (7). Curriculum should go beyond just medical consequences of substance use and incorporate DSM criteria and behavioral aspects of SUD.

Psychiatry Residency

The ACGME requirement for SUD-related education and training in psychiatry residency has not changed substantially for many years and is only a 1-month equivalent of addiction treatment experience. In many residency programs, this training takes place in inpatient settings that do not provide specialty care for SUDs or provide access to addiction psychiatrist supervisors. Recent surveys of psychiatry residency programs confirm ongoing gaps in basic areas of SUD training with only 40% mandating buprenorphine waiver training. Only 1% of graduating psychiatry residents enter fellowship specialty training for addictions.

Psychiatrists and Other Practicing Physicians

In addition to targeting physicians in training, more efforts are needed to enhance education about SUD for practicing physicians. This is both to meet the immediate need for services to combat the current opioid crisis and to support the mentoring of the next generation of physicians. Effective methods for screening, brief counseling and medications for SUD are not reliably provided in primary care settings. One study of PCPs showed that many failed to make a correct diagnosis of alcohol abuse
Failure to diagnose a SUD may allow exacerbation of the condition, while contributing to higher health care costs. General psychiatrists in practice do not routinely incorporate addiction treatment into their practice, and a national survey of psychiatrists indicates that more than 80% were uncomfortable with providing office-based treatment for opioid use disorder (9). Despite recommendations for integrated co-occurring care, many psychiatrists lack the expertise to manage complex needs in patients with comorbid substance use disorders. Online and live continuing education programs can target these learners who are already in practice as these methods are able to impact practice change, especially when they are enhanced by technical support, learning collaboratives and/or follow up consultation (10,11).

Need for Other Supporting and Broader Systems Efforts

Efforts to educate the physician workforce are needed but will not be able to address all barriers to SUD treatment, as many other enhancements are needed. A key effort is the need to include increased rates of reimbursement for physician services and expansion of patient support services to build a truly comprehensive system of collaborative care. Enhanced payment for individuals who receive specialty training in addictions currently does not exist, and is a barrier to physicians pursuing fellowship training and working in the SUD field. Other systems change efforts would be synergistic to these efforts but are beyond the scope of this document, such as incentives or performance metrics for large systems of care supported by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.

Recommendations

There are opportunities at every level of the physician education continuum. Below are specific recommendations. A more comprehensive review of recommendations, discussed at a national conference of Federal Agencies in 2006, can be found in Wyatt and Dekker (12). At the Federal level, an up-to-date interagency coordinating meeting or workgroup could develop recommendations to address SUD education across the healthcare spectrum, and would be useful to coordinate a larger effort.

Medical Schools

- Medical students would benefit from a standardized, interdisciplinary core curriculum on SUDs that provides a base for future learning, helps reduce stigma towards individuals with SUD, introduces basic screening and treatment approaches, and addresses the complexities and comorbidities of SUD. This education should include topics of pain management and appropriate prescribing of controlled substances. The role of structural racism in the recognition and treatment of SUD among different populations should also be included.
- Medical students should have early exposure to addiction physician specialists who can serve as important role models.

Non-Psychiatry (Medical/ Surgical) Residencies

- The Accreditation Council of Graduate Medical Education should strengthen existing SUD requirements to ensure that residents in all (non-psychiatric) residencies receive standardized training experience on SUDs that is based on performance of clinical skills and readiness for practice, including screening and referral for treatment. This should include core general
knowledge, as well as additional knowledge of particular relevance to specialty and subspecialty practice within a specific field of training.

- All physicians-in-training should possess the knowledge and skills to provide medications for addiction, including for opioid, alcohol and tobacco use disorder with the expectation that graduating residents will be prepared for treatment of SUDs in a community or office-based practice.
- All physicians should be trained in the stigma and negative regard that impact physician attitudes and practices towards patients with SUDs.
- Other groups have similarly called for Core Competencies in SUD for all residents (11) that include training in Screening, Assessment, Use of Medications and Referral for Specialty Care when indicated.

**Psychiatric Residency**

- Psychiatrists are uniquely positioned to diagnose and treat substance use disorders, co-occurring psychiatric disorders, and recognize suicide risk and prevention in these high-risk populations. Emphasis in addressing addiction and co-occurring should be incorporated into all aspects of psychiatry residency training since patients with SUD are seen at all levels of care. Supervision and discussion of individuals with SUD can be provided throughout inpatient and outpatient levels of care, and should include access to an Addiction Psychiatrist.
- Ensure that psychiatry training programs have access to resources to help them incorporate enhanced training in SUD with the goal of bolstering resident competencies in assessing and treating these conditions. This can be incorporated through a variety of additional extensive didactic or experiential methods.
- All psychiatry residents should complete the buprenorphine waiver training (or equivalent).
- Training for psychiatry residents should include more extensive training in screening, evaluation and treatment of all relevant SUDs (including but not limited) alcohol use disorder, stimulant use disorder, opioid use disorder, sedative/hypnotic use disorder, cannabis use disorder, tobacco use disorder and other substances).
- Training experience should include various levels of patient acuity and corresponding care (outpatient to residential).
- Training on SUD treatments should include FDA-approved medications for opioid, alcohol, and tobacco use disorder, (and others that may be FDA approved when developed in the future).
- Training on SUD treatments should include knowledge of the range of evidence-based behavioral therapies and competency to practice at least one. This might include, but is not limited to, ability to integrate motivational interviewing concepts and techniques into patient assessments and sessions.

**Continuing Medical Education for Physicians in Practice**

- Faculty development for teaching faculty should include opportunities for all supervisors to receive updated knowledge and clinical guidelines to better guide the residents’ care of patients, and address stigma and barriers to care for individuals with SUDs.
- The 8-hour curriculum that satisfies the Data Waiver application is a fairly succinct overview of the use of medication for addiction treatment for opioid use disorder that includes basic training on approach to SUDs. Although this training has been cited by some as a barrier to MAT prescribing, it currently does not exist in any other form of physician education. Efforts to
eventually remove the Waiver training could only succeed when other more comprehensive educational measures have been instituted.

- Continued access to education with continuing medical education credits is essential to encourage practicing physicians to enhance their knowledge of SUDs. This includes ongoing access to resources such as the Providers’ Clinical Support System (PCSS), which provides free education in a range of topics on SUDs including the 8-hour Data Waiver training.

- Education efforts should include not only didactic curricula, but also mentoring and opportunities for supervision and technical assistance with complex cases from addiction specialists.

### Strategies for Achieving Change

Below are strategies to promote change and improve efforts to increase the awareness of SUDs in all aspects of medical training in proportion to their scope and impact on the population. It is expected that trainings might be delivered in a variety of live, in-person as well as virtual (online) methods. Online training that is done asynchronously (pre-recorded) should remain an option and there should be increased opportunities for remote, online supervision to areas without local expertise. For more comprehensive review, see also Wyatt and Decker (12).

- **Grant programs**
  - Medical school loan repayment programs for residents who pursue addiction subspecialty training.
  - Expansion of general psychiatry postgraduate training slots to increase physician addictions workforce, with additional pay for faculty who have specialty training in addictions.
  - Support medical and other health profession schools to expand or develop education and training programs for substance use prevention and treatment.

- **Real-world training**
  - Promote curriculum requirements based on hours or competencies through Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME) medical school accreditation standards.

- **Residency programs**
  - Promote common core requirement for clinical learning about SUDs with supervision based on hours or competencies for all physicians-in-training through the ACGME.
  - Ensure access to psychiatry residency experiences and supervision to enhance access to specialty care and co-occurring conditions.

- **Testing Organizations (USMLE)**
  - Promote increased emphasis on SUDs in national examinations for physician licensure.
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